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ABSTRACT

diameter
The physical objective is to create, for a time span of about an hour, an antenna reflector with an equivalent
aperture
of about 300 kilometers. as shown in the last part of the introduction. To do this with the convex ocean surface requires use of
ocean surface waves. The oweda system determines the surface wave source for a given reflectivity (from a floor slide to ship
wakes). The most useful part of the oweda system is coordination of highly data intensive post processing issues involved
with transient structural analysis. Transient analysis automation tends to hide details and provide too much data. OWEDA
performs calculations and accumulate statistics during the analysis of the data so that extra storage is not necessary. The
owedaState.c report takes far less space than one time step of data, S(n) = ®(n) and the operations run in tandem, T(n) =
®(n). The time complexity analysis shows how loose bounds on some processes can be overcome by tight bounds on others
for an overall tight time complexity bound on the algorithm.

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulation deflection vector results. consistmg of locations and deflection values per
node, are the ocean surface simulation inputs to this owedaState.c program. After the FEA resultssimulate a set of nngs of
waves emanating out from an ocean surface dismrbance, owedaState.c calculates the total reflected power at various radio and
radar frequencies of the Earth's surface as seen by a satellite. Correlation to empirical evidence includes reflection off of
random vibration.
The first design used several passes to store information such as average surface roughness, curvature mapping,inflection
points, assumed wave density, and reflected power per ring. These measurements are now integrated into one pass of postprocessing. Future extensions of this idea include the study of celestial bodies, and careful timing data of natural events, and
interplanetary range cornmuiucation.
Keywords: ocean antenna reflector radar telescope communications FEA simulation algorithm satellite "sea state"
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A: Introduction to OWEDA
"In the 1950's and early 1960's, people tried to set up communications systems by bouncing signals of metallized weather
baloons. Unfortunately, the received signals were too weak to be of practical use. Then the US Navy noticed a kind of
permanent weather balloon in the sky - the moon - and built an operational system for ship - to - shore communication by
bounding signals off it. . . . Further progress in the celestial communication field had to wait until the first communication
satellite was launched in l962.1 These were active satellites, but there is another large scale passive reflector to work with.

To do this with a convex ocean surface requires use of ocean surface waves. The oweda system determines a surface
wave source for a given reflectivity (from floor slides to ship wakes). This project seeks to properly characterized causal
effect of various shallow height deep Earth ocean water wave distributions on reflection of electromagnetic waves from radio
to the visible. Coherent implementation with diffraction effects has an emphasis on radio, whereas the random vibration
effects used to test of part of the systems uses frequencies as high as the visible spectrum, non-coherently.

The first section describes the idea for this remote sensing analysis system and the components. The owedaState.c
program determines the power reflected by the Earth as seen from a satellite. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulation
deflection vector results, consisting of locations and deflection values per node, are input to this owedaState.c program.
The second section describes the details of algorithmic design. The first design used several passes to store information
such as average surface roughness, curvature mapping, inflection points, assumed wave density, and reflected power per ring.
Future extensions of this idea would include the use of other planets and perhaps the sun, using careful timing data of natural

events, to provide interplanetary range communication and information about that celestial body's interior and surface
dynamics. The method used is a part of the set of greedy algorithms except that it is not the usual tree system, it is awell
ordered list of data. As such, the proof of the greedy-choice and optimal substructure properties follow from consideration of

experimental evidence found while taking a stroll on the beach or in a boat. That is, we know the solution to the wave
equation will come down to waves of many sizes with swells in the 10 to 30 meter range. Yet the fine structure, small 10
centimeter waves, could confuse the issue. Hence the need to calculate a running value of the surface roughness estimate. A
view from NASA TV confirms our use of greedy-choice for the random wave example. QED, our system meets the greedychoice and optimal substructure properties2. The Finite Element (FE) model is an axisymmetric cut through the 150th
Meridian, Longitude 150 degrees running past Hawaii and bounded by land masses at Antarctica and Alaska.

A note about terminology: "centimetric" waves are 1 to 2 centimeter waves on the crest of larger waves are discussed in
Appendix D, Radar terminology for ocean analysis3, which defmes terms such as "fast" time t' (as opposed to the "slow"
time t), for IPP and PRI respectively, as well as other radar terms used sparingly in this paper.

The main objective of the oweda system is to create, for a time span of about an hour, an antenna reflector with an
equivalent aperture diameter of about 300 kilometers, as shown in the last part of this introduction. The most useful part of
the system is data reduction through processing of the highly data voluminous post processing issues involved with transient
analysis. Other terms such as modes of wave motion, forced response, and true random response of our oblate spheroid Earth
are described in this text in the introduction and Section B.
The Legendré polynomial to plane wave representation theory of Appendix A: Fourier transform & Legendré polynomial
D.E. beat solutions, provides the foundation, the physical model, for the FE model and FEA simulation. Reduction of the
wave equation on a sphere down to the "plane wave" assumption (&[1t1) used in the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
literature is hard to fmd, this section may prove useful in many systems. Without such foundations use of FEA can be
misleading4.

The main use for the oweda system is the processing of return of ocean surface transient analysis simulations. Such
processing uses a deflection vector per time step for each calculation type. The deflection vector contains values at each
"grid" or "node" location defmed for data input and output but only for one time step. There are an unknown but estimable
number of time steps. By inclusion of surface roughness, curvature, inflection, alignment, ocean wavelength, and ring by ring
reflected power summation, the usual data overload problem becomes tractable.
This reduces complexity to worst case a tight bound of order n: ®(n) for both the time and space ,T(n) and S(n). Since
best case is also ®(n) we have also enveloped the average performance of the owedaState.c algorithm.
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The descriptions of ocean wave Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) papers5 represent a look at the current research in
imaging of ocean waves by airborne SAR This information was the basis for the idea to use the earth's oceans as a rather
large reflecting antenna. The papers present controversies in the field and the path to learn the physics and imaging provides
insight into some of the organizational dynamics involved. Although one of the papers is a "Reconciliation of Theories of
Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery ofOcean Waves", labeled paper # F -Plant - 1992, a lot of information in the other papers
requires integration. #F-P1ant1992 has a table ofvariables to merge the equations ofthree papers but Appendix D3 completes
the task to the level necessary to understand the major papers leading up to the reconciliation of certain terms. The last
section of papers involve Bragg scattering, an essential element in the "coherent" form of OWEDA. These reflections for X
band radar are for the small waves of the order of a few centimeters in wavelength. These are the ripples formed on the
forward side beneath the crest of the ocean waves. Similar Bragg scattering for long waves for the coherent form of OWEDA
(10 - 40 m) would be in radio frequencies.

Conservative estimates enclosed in the next section show that even the "non-coherent" form of OWEDA provide
substantial radar return. The "coherent" form will require more theory but will provide information on the amplification of
particular frequencies such as radio and radar (near 300 MHz for 1 meter ocean waves diffraction). An interesting part of this
study is the everyday relativistic effect of the 270 millisecond travel of signal from an to geostationary satellites (at 6.6 Re).
Much of the literature mostly involves image formation as a result of scattering without regard to coherent Bragg scattering
off of ocean waves. Similarly, this paper mostly describes the non-coherent illumination use for OWEDA. OWEDA
diffraction applications will use the theory and code foundation from this paper. Use of the term "coherent" is not precise
since the radar return and resulting image is essentially a function of the Fourier transform of the ocean wave structure under
study. More formally, per #D-Lyzengal988, "the complex image is obtained from a convolution of the received signal with
the reference function" which is h(x - Vt, y - ct'), an impulse response. So the OWEDA results shown here will represent the
effective aperture, Ae, for the earth, using many simplification assumptions. The ocean wave SAR papers tend to use h(V,c)
in their Radar Cross Section (RCS) or cr values. Then it starts to get complicated.

To characterize the reflection surface, a common set of surface wave solutions (spherical Bessel's functions) of
Helmholtz' equation comes from the associated Legendré solution6. The axisymmetry of this model over specifies the
problem unless we fix $ = a constant, say, zero. We simplify to the case of ordinary Legendré polynomials (OLP's) in cos 8
where 8 is the angle from the receiving satellite. Spherical Bessel functions are functions of the radial variation in the
solution to Helniholtz equation for boundary conditions that lie on a sphere. So they do not apply for this surface disturbance
issue, but the OLP's do. The OLP's only have cos 0 as their argument and get their modulation from the summation of higher
order terms, up to about cos4'°°3'646 0 for the radius of the earth for 1 0 meter ocean waves ! So simpler geometric relations are
required which turn out to match the simplified
Ot) found in the SAR literature for ocean waves. See Appendix A.

The 4/3 earth model7 accounts for the variation of the atmosphere's index of refraction and increases the Ae by
approximately 1 .2 to 1 .5 depending on conditions.
the wave reflection orientation8.

This calculation is also a part of Appendix B: Future work: rotation of

Integrating over the surface of the earth, for a particular instant (short time, t, and fast time, t', are both constant) we get

Ae (2 ,

15 ) [ 1

- cos O, ] where O, is the maximum backside slope ofthe ocean wave, and R 6372 km.

A: OWEDA wave equation.
The surface wave solution of Helniholtz' equation is usually an associated Legendre polynomial solution9. This solution
involves the assumption that the radial function R(r) constant = 1 in the separation of variables of the general solution
'F(r,8,4) = R(r) ®(O) cI(). Spherical Harmonics solve Ym(O, ) ®(E3) cI() where ct(4) = &mt / sqrt(2z). However, for
oweda, an ocean disturbance'° creates ocean surface waves that radiate out over a spherical Earth from a location on the
surface just beneath the satellite. Therefore, m = 0 and ct(4) = 1 . Finally, Y°,, = P(cos 0).
We just simplified to the case of OLP's in cos 0 where 0 is the angle from the receiving satellite. These polynomials
only have cos 0 as their argument and get their modulation from the summation of higher order terms. The Helmholtz
equation we have is the same as the Legendre equation. The wave speed is CsO,,Water
kow 0ow
(2it/X0)(2itf0)
frequency / wavelength. Assume a reasonable ocean wave frequency of about 6.3 seconds long for long swells, then o =
= 2,tf0 1 / sec).
2rcf0 1. (For trial 1:
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2 k2 ® =0

Helmholtz equation for OWEDA:

(1/sinO) d (sinø d ® I dO ) dO +

Legendre's Equation:

(1/sinO) d (sinO d ® I dO ) dO + n(n+1) ® —0

(1)
(2)

For integer values ofn we can use Rodrigues' equation30. Non-integer n can be difficult to solve for. However, the value
(6372km)2(2it/lOm)2 is so large that an estimate ofn is useful' '. (R2 2) 16. 1 1 0' which allows us to
(2

,2

use n(n+1) n2 because the value is so large. This gives n 4.0*106. So the Legendre polynomial contains powers of cos
0 up to about cos4°°3'646 e for ocean waves with
=10 meters and T0 6.3 seconds. But we know that the waves have a
modulation of lc 2rr/?,, the wave number, for a given wavelength, X, which should be as low as 1 meter. The simpler

. t) found in the SAR literature for ocean waves.
geometric relations are required, which turn out to match the simplified
Clarification of how these waves we see every day driving home along the Atlantic Ocean are allowed modes is given in
Appendix A: Fourier transform & Legendré polynomial D.E. beat solutions.

A: OWEDA geometry
The following reflection calculations are simplified for explanation of the system. More formal OWEDA geometry
calculations follow in the Algorithms section (B). Consider a "linear" form of the wave equation to be &*
The real
part is A0w*cos(k*x)t), where the ocean wave number is k — 2rr1& e0 where e0 is a unit vector in the direction of wave travel
(north and south). Q = 2itf is the angular frequency of the wave about the entire Earth. For use mode 2), the back side of

this wave will reflect radiation from inifinity'2 into the satellite, or vice versa, depending on the angle 0 from the
geosynchronous point to the wave in question. Figure 1 shows there will often be a large part of the smooth back of the wave
that reflects the electromagnetic radiation back to the satellite.

Finure 1:

Reflection 1enth alone the wave is annroximatelv 5% of ?

Description of the geometry coincides with building a conservative estimate of Prefleced. For every wave sum up the area
of each ring of reflection, each effective ring. The circumference of each ring is itre sinO. The effective area (Ar) of each
ring uses the reflection length along the wave shown in Figure 1, giving a ring area of approximately X itR< sinG I 20 for a
reflection "length" of 5% of ?. Section B has a more complete calculation. This crude estimate just shows the idea. The
"reflection length", , vanes widely depending on sea state. Figure 2 shows a crude representation of the sum of rings (one
dash per wave). We are going to get the effective area for one instance in time (short time for the IPP, t, and "fast" timefor
the PRI, t' are held constant).
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? rr re SiflB I 20 for each
"Sample" these rings for O = Jre Up to e = °mjn. This is a summation of the ring area,
ocean wave ring. To calculate the integration constant, consider summing all the ring reflection lengths shown in Figure 1.
They should add up to ? r Opjn 1 20 for the summation to 0 = e. This means the length increment is X re dO /20.
0mm

Therefore,

J7rrre Sifl

8 dO e2[

cos O]mm

change in the index of refraction7, using ka = ae
Ae

Ae

( irre2 / 15 ) [ 1

cos B ] and after accounting for the

4313, the effective area, Ae, becomes a reasonable relation.

( itre2 " 15 ) [ 1 - cos

]

(3)

A rough estimate is that O should go to approximately 1 5 degrees for low energy waves (low sea states. This gives Ae
0.3 million square 1cm, 0.06% of Earth's surface, equivalent to a metal reflector 300 kilometers in diameter! High seas

could provide more back scatter. Peebles'3 shows scattering from these waves, assuming integration over many
wavelengths, does proved more return. In high seas, the wavelength would be smaller for the same amplitude. We can see
that short choppy seas can reflect more than calm smooth seas, at least at high angles ofincidence, 0 near 0,,.

Figure 3 :

Higher effective area for larger sea state

B: System design and algorithmics
This section describes the processing flow, data input, some theoretical explanations for processes, and comparison of time
and space complexities of competing algorithms (T1 and S1) and the algorithms chosen. The time complexity values for
methods of calculating angles will determine which calculation method to use. However, these values do not significantly

affect running time as much as the operations shown in the program flow structure charts at the end of this section.
Nevertheless, comparison of such "constant time" algorithms is of interest and is required to make the decision. Some angle
calculation methods are significantly slower in "constant time".
The OWEDA post-processor for the MacNeil-Schwendler NASTRAN (MSC/NASTRAN or just "nastran" in this paper)
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) demand batch solver reads the deflected shape of the ocean surface using nodal deflections
from the nastran output ASCII text files. The initial location of the nodes, in a spherical coordinate system, is also input to
owedaState.c. From the original nodes, owedaState determines what angle of wave slant will give the optimum orientation'4,
+ 13/2, or 3) °sat = + 3/2, as shown in Figure 9 and described below.
e, for one of three cases: 1)
2) 0satellite =

1. Far-field illumination for far-field detection (looking at Earth oceans from afar)
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2a. Satellite transmission to far-field receivers (telemetry and data acquisition for probes)
2b. Satellite receipt of far-field transmission
2c. Satellite detection of earth ocean events using helio-illumination or lunar illumination
3.

Satellite receipt of satellite transmission or satellite illumination

OWEDA use modes

Table 1 :

Consider item(s) 2 as one objective, for clarity, using case 2c where we assume helio-illumination (from the sun) detected
by a satellite. owedaState calculates several different angles for each node, for each transient analysis time step. Due to the
processing overhead, we will stop and then restart nastran after each deformed shape calculation for a given time step. So
owedaState operates on data from only one time step and outputs a power reflected from incidence on the ocean back to the

satellite, Pr, for a single time step, using standard formulae for reflections from infinitely conductive cylinders. The
cylindrical section is a wave ring that grows to become a fairly large aperture reflector for an antenna, about 3,000 kilometers.

Node density, "mesh density", is an important feature of accuracy assessment and is the input for time complexity
calculations, T(n), of owedaState using the number of nodes, n =N.
Figure 4 below is a cross-section of the deformed shape of the FE model at an arbitrary location. It shows the change in
reflection direction offofthe ocean waves as a function ofnodal location along the simulated ocean wave.

S
r2

.

.

r

•

.

S

r1

0

Figure 4:

Ocean wave surface nodal geometry example. axisymmetric FE model radial cut

Calculations of time and space complexities for the several ways to calculate angles provide tables of method
comparisons, Tables 4 and 6. The search algorithms are not yet mature so the counts are preliminary. However, some
modules use Newton's search method and "greedy" variations from it. These sections of the code compare favorably to the
brute force method, but only by a constant value of Tnewonsearch(n) I TbpjteForce(n)

2 to 3.

Power reflected from one "ring", Prrng, 1S a function of one convex and one concave cylindrical surface per ocean wave.
For every node read, owedaState tracks whether it is in the concave or convex region. At the inflection point owedaState
starts searching for the optimum angle for reflection to the satellite (see Optimum Angle sub-section). Passage of the node to
node deflected orientation through this angle marks the center of a convex or concave curved ocean wave surface. The theory
in this paper ascribes the non-cylindrical aspect of these waves to ripples and surface effects included in a portion of the total
"radar" reflection losses, L a part of L01.

The code contains end logic that counts a user supplied quantity of"wavelengths". Ifthere is no variation from convex to

concave, or there is no discovery of Ojj ( °a1int ), the program terminates, unless the user selects coherent return. If the

end logic found no waves the reflection collapses to that from a smooth sphere, in which case the coherent return will sum
with the same pattern as optical Fresnel zones'5"6 for a smooth ocean. Otherwise, the total 5r (Reflection coefficient divided
by an input power P0) applied at the ocean waves, integrates over all waves, and integrates azimuthally. The FE model has no
azimuthal component due to its axisymmetric symmetry. The system assumes the wave rings are perfectly circular about the

location of the source of loading for this frequency system response problem. The study of random excitation or the
interesting case of existing local normal modes due to wind action only has "axisymmetry" of a statistical nature, not true
axisymmetry. So the nastran FEA simulation results for random and normal modes use a subset of the set of modes.
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Use for the normal modes of vibration is seen when viewing the earth from a satellite (or the shuttle) when the sun or
moon are in the background. With access to NASA TV this vista is common every day. These videos demonstrate the
"setting sun" effect, akin to the "moon shimmering on a lake" phenomenon. There is a small location of intense reflection
with a surrounding large reflection coefficient region that is wide but aligned with the viewer from near the shore out to the
horizon. The normal modes calculations should match these conditions as a test case.

B: Phase of reflection
Bragg Scattering results from coherent (single frequency) reflection off of a surface, when the geometry is just right.
Coherent light as a source simplifies the calculations. Aside from Bragg scattering, an effect of the distance between ocean
wave fronts, or ripple wave fronts, there is another phase based interference effect.

In this theoretical description we only looked at coherent ocean waves. The FEA will gives us complicated wave
structures but for the sake of description, consider a fundamental wave size of about 20 meters.
Looking at the reflection from a model of an ocean wave made up of convex and concave cylindrical sections in Figure 5,
we see that the convex surface "spreading center" or point source (virtual image) inside the ocean wave at a focus which is a
function of the location of the center of convex curvature. In Figure 5 these centers are shown as 2 dots. The convex surface
reflects the incident radio, EM, or light waves into a focus, or very nearly so. However, the radiation emanating from the
concave regions comes from very nearly a line (a small portion of the ocean wave ring) that is the focus which is a function of
the location of the center of concave curvature above the ocean wave. These EM waves traveled longer than their cousins
hitting the convex surface nearby, a distance about four times the ocean wave deformation amplitude, or twice the "depth" of
the ocean waves from the crest to the trough. This gives us a first order trough to crest phase difference.

S

Figure 5 : Phase and source location differences for reflections off of one ocean wave
The waves reflected off the trough or concave part of the wave will have traveled further than those reflecting off the
4Aocean , as measured from their

crest by a bit less than 4 times the amplitude of the ocean waves from equilibrium, M)ocean
"spreading center" lines of focus.

There are several methods to detect the "angle of the waves", e = °oceanWave, for comparison of the alignment with
0satelijte, the orientation of the receiving satellite to the ocean wave in question. First, calculation of the angle to the satellite,
out to be the same angle as the 0node.i defiflition for the undeformed node under investigation (node1) at time step
0sat,
zero, in the spherical coordinates we assume the model used for defmition of the input file (depending on use mode 1), 2), or
3) described in Table 1). The next step is to determine how much this angle changed from the undeformed value for a given
time step i, °ne.j, which should be negligible for small time steps. The interesting part is to determine the change in the
orientation of the wave. This slope change is what effects the reflection ability or "effective aperture" of this particular
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moving disturbance (ocean wave). The next section describes the optimum angles of °sat , as shown later in Figure 9,
depending on the OWEDA use mode described in Table 1. Depending on the OWEDA reflector use mode, using the optimum

angle described a few section hence, we can calculate the portion along the ocean wave that is the centroid of convex or
concave reflection. This provides a coarse "smooth ocean" approximation for speedy software execution. If the ocean is not
so smooth the code will fit arcs of cylinders to average a third of each set of 3 nodes. Radar cross section studies provide
scattering cross-sections ( a) or radar cross sections (RCS) for infmitely conducting cylindrical bodies which are close to a
portion of a salt water ocean wave as described in the Reflected Power section below.
There are several illumination modes as well. Random scattering gives us the patterns we see of the earth viewed from an
orbital platform reflecting the moon or sun. Coherent scattering gives us the use of OWEDA as a radio telescope. But to start

the mathematics definitions, non-coherent light interaction provides us with general illumination and power density
relationships. Resulting illumination frequencies and ocean wave height and length for interference effects follow naturally.

B: Reflected power, ring geometry, crude Aeffective calculation
A description of reflections from fully semicircular ocean waves (reflecting cylinders) will set the mathematics in place
for the reflection relationships we will use to modify the RCS for infmitely conducting cylinders.
The reflected power loss from scattering off a convex surface should match the RCS referenced by Peebles'7 as equal to
kaL2 {sin[kLcosEj/kLcos}2 sinE, and produces the hr spreading ofpower density from an infmitly long cylindrical object.
At small sea states, waves have large curvature radii. Measuring from the highest point of the ocean wave to the inflection
point between the crest and the trough, mild seas often cover less than 30 degrees of arc. For extreme seas, large sea state
numbers, we not only get problematic slopes of infinity, and crest shadows, but waves will collapse. This latter event is a

problem for ordinary FEA. Estimate of moderate sea states uses reflection for the case of waves with ocean wavelength

ocek''ei) = X, for the th ocean wave, where the wave barely attains an infmite slope at the inflection point. For calculation
purposes, it is (unrealistically) modeled like a convex cylinder on top, with a trough modeled as an inverted, concave cylinder.
Figure 6 below shows the crest top back scattering incoming illumination that arrives within 0 < A < ir/2.

Up
Figure 6: Extreme sea state, illumination on an extremelyyminetrical ocean wave crest

B: Reflected power, ray optics, mathematical details
Full irradiation reflection occurs for that very small portion of power illuminating the wave at =0. See Figure 6 where a
semicicular wave section is tilted 9Ø0 For reflection at = it/4 on the ocean wave, the illumination emitted at =
reflects into the next wave, i+l . If the neighboring wave is of the same perfectly idealized proportions, this particular ray
returns to space (through a lossy atmosphere). Illuniination falling on wave cylindrical angles greater than = ir/4 could
encounter many reflections in the trough but will usually get reflected by the trough in a maimer similar to that shown in
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Figure 5, with a lower incidence angle. So these grazing "rays" will have a larger tendency to become absorbed in the ripples,
surface discontinuities, and debris of an actual sea.

Using the local radius of curvature for the ocean wave, p, we calculate the perpendicular length across the wave, L', for
which all the incident illumination power density, S0, is reflected away without hitting a nearby wave. Ignore near misses
zero defmes the vertical z direction. The wave is parallel to the unit vector
ir/4. The wave crest at
(near hits) near

e

atç=it/2. p=p0.

For a length of (R 1 ) = 1 meter, power density per meter of ocean wave cylindrical length is the power reflected
back into the direction range = 0 through it. That is, using a unit in the e direction along the wave crest, times the length
2L', gives us the power reflected through = 0 through t of P0 (S0 * 1.0 'K 2L').

At a given distance from the wave, Preceiver
(1 .0

7t

Pr). Since L' = Pow sin(tI4)

Pow

Sr P0/(1 .0
Pr) (S0 * 2L') I
This gives the result that half the incident

Pr, we have a power density of Sreceived

I sqrt(2), so 2L' =

power dissipates as Sr 2 So Pow sqrt(2) I (rr 'K Pr)

2Pow I sqrt(2).

0.90 S0 (Pow 'Pr).

We just derived the power density distribution without specific calculation of the total power into the area (1 .0 in
4)*(2L'), maintaining a power density distribution throughout. Reflection in the concave part of the ocean wave behaves
much like that from the convex part we just described. Once the reflected waves pass through the "focus" located above the
trough, we can attribute to that power density the same relationship. The illumination incident into the region outside of
rrI4 through 3rc/4 incurs extra reflection. Consider that most of it is not destructive and so is on the average totally reflected.
Thus the reflected power density relationship does not change.
(4)

Sr 0.9 S0 (Pow 'Pr)

This resultis especially true for Pr > hsateiiite where the wave ring is large compared to hsat. does not yet account for
integration about a large ring due to a disturbance generated for an OWEDA antenna reflector. Therefore, this result is useful
for random wave scattering as well.

The DiCaudo RCS reported in Peebles17 is the ratio of the measured

to the geometric cross section used above.

Correcting for this data, the power density reflected to the satellite compared to that impinging on the ocean surface from the
far field becomes:

Sr kaL2 {sin[kLcosJIkLcos}2 sin 0.45 S0 (Pow/Pr)

0.9 kaL2 So(pow/pr)

(5)

where our is Peebles' e and the term in { brackets } goes to 1 .0 in the limit as E goes to it/2 because it becomes a sinc
function whose argument approaches zero. This relationship is good for frequencies such that ka*sm 0 ka >>l .0. For a
5 meters this means f < 9.6 MHz (c I 20 n meters). For a 30 meters f < (c/60 it) 1 .6 MHz. So we can expect the
equation to be good for incident illumination at radio frequencies of 2 to 10 MHz. Now we can integrate this relationship
about the ocean wave ring which has diameter =
sin 9mf

R

The drawback to this argument is that at location angles above 8 = it/I 2 the far side of the wave is considerable
different from the near side due to orientation, so these reflection relationships need further refmement. But let us continue
with the calculation to estimate the form of software required for these calculations. We can install a refmement factor later.

B: Reflected power, ring reflection calculation summary

itR

The fmal received power density for one ring uses L = rrD =
sin Ojfl. Integration of all rings will include the troughs
as discussed above, so we can integrate continuously, one trough leading to another crest and so on. The largest possible O
is it/4. This gives us a factor of the integral of sin from Ojfl = 0 to Omax. Giving a factor of [-cos x'] from zero to e,. This
gives us a maximum anti-conservative estimate of (1 -cos O) for the azimuthal contribution, in meters, along the L direction
of the RCS definition (into the page for Figure 6). The minimum expected 9, would be about 15 degrees for a really mild
ocean. This O of it/12 integrates to a factor of 3.4% (we have to integrate azimuthally, so this is not a power reduction,
just the fmal calculation for this estimate). Sothe fmal total reflected power density ranges approximately as follows.
Sr

0.45 ka (1-cos O)2 So(pow/Pr)

(6)
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This relationship only includes reflection that is normal to the cylindrical waves for this physical model of circles of
cylindrical waves emanating from 0 = 0 out along the surface of a sphere. The FEA will include the slight oblate nature of
our home spheroid and some ocean depths as well, modeling the mid-Pacific "plains" at longitude 1 50 degrees at the equator
for 0 = 0 and including the termination of the ocean at Antarctica at approximately latitude e= -75 degrees (King Edward
VII Land near the Ross Sea Shelf). The software will account for both non-normal incident illumination and the effects of
off-normal, wave aligned reflection (e').

B: Angle calculation, ocean wave slope from FEA output
There are several methods used to determine the angle of the ocean wave that reflects a far field source (from infinity) to the
satellite, 0mfmity• These options appear in the next section, Optimum Angle. However, calculation of any angle from an
axisymmetric FE model slice of the earth, using only the nodes at the surface of the ocean, presents several alternatives.
These time comparisons in Table 2 below ran a on a slow 1995 Gateway PC.

Operation:

assign
add

subtract
divide
multiply
sqrt

square
cosine
sine
log
arctan
tangent
fractionalpower (x')
exponent

arcsm
arccos

trail 1

trail 2

6

5

14
14

14

32
59
62

33
59

63

14

62
62
91

92
101

100
111
121

180

202

202
281

283 <= 8:04 p.m. 29 Oct 1999 thunderstormpower spike warning

Table 2:

Math operations for "constant time" comparisons

This table shows a rough estimate of run time of various operation on an old Gateway 133 MH 32MbWindows 95
4.00.950 B, for the program: runtime.c. Source is available at

http://www.absolute.org/#mathopsOl.

Note that the arctangent takes less time than the tangent and arcsine and arccosine! Also, on an old IRIX 6.4 0/S
division takes twice as long as multiplication. The speculation is that division can make use of bit shifting techniques showed
up since the divide calculation takes halfthe multiply operation on new Operating Systems (0/S).
The angle calculation methods use input from the MSC/NASTRAN'8 output using a checkpoint at each output time step.
We can chose not to output each time step using various NASTRAN input parameters. OWEDA runs as a child using a new
feature of NASTRAN.
The various methods for calculation of angles are as follows.

1. Vector, Cross, or Outer'9 product
2. Scalar, Dot, or Inner product
3. Analytic Geometry General Line, Slope method
4. Analytic Geometry General Line, Arctangent method
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5. Rotation into a new local Coordinate System
6.
Table 3 :

Ocean Slope Angle calculation methods

Method 4, the arctangent analytical geometry method appears to work in only 55% of the time of its sibling, the arcosme
method, number 3.

score

number ofoperations

vector scalar Arcos Arctan rotCS vector scalar Arccos Arctan rotCS

assign
add 5

1
5

1

6

5

5

5

3

2

70

6

7

2

1
3
4

1
4

1
8

subtract

square

1
2
4

sqrtl

1

divide
multiply

1
2
4
1

cosine

sine

1
1

arctan

arcsm
arccos

Table 4:

28

0

98

33

33

33

118

236

0
33

248

177
248

62

62

62

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0
281

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

283

817

819

1
total

25

42
84

5
70

118
248

1
1

30

5
70

score:

0
0
0

25
28
33
472
0

91

92
111

111

283

0
0

0
0

987

545

880

Ocean Slope Angle calculation scores

For the analytical geometry methods we draw a line through the undeformed time step zero locations of the existing two
nodes under investigation, (x1, yi), and another through the two deflected locations for the same nodes, (x2, Y2). Then we put
these two lines into General Form2° Ax + By + C 0. Calculating A Y2 - y1, B = x1 - x2, and the similar relations for the
deflected locations output from NASTRAN, A' = Y'2 - y'1, B' = x'1 - x'2, we calculate the tangent of the angle as follows.
However, it is maintainable to have the arctangent of this ration in the code so it only counts for one assignment. tangent O

(AB' - A'B) I (AA' + BB').
The geometry is given by Figure 7 which outlines the coordinate system (CS) for the CS Rotation method (number 5).
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CS Rotation method for wave
angle determination from
deflections

FEA

xl.
x

h
Figure 7:

Ocean Wave to Satellite anules from the Finite Element model

B: Optimum angle, e111f, and target angle, '°target
There are several methods to search for the optimum angle, 8mf, for any OWEDA use mode described in Table 1 .We can
calculate the portion along the ocean wave that is the centroid of convex or concave reflection.
Determine the power reflected from a ring of waves.
Determination of °ring.i gives us the slope on the wave we require, = Bg.j.

Choose a method to calculate R, power reflection coefficient, a function of curvature.
Brute force, Assumed mesh density, Newton's method, Greedy search
Choose a length along the wave to use as a surface ofreflection, and wave end.
Linear "plane wave" fit to curvature versus Legenciré Polynomial P(cos 0).
Include ocean wave dissipation e where -'I' is a source term. +'y is damping.
Calculate R using power dispersion due to reflection from an equivalent cylinder.
Sum the contributions of each ring.
Count a ring into a ring summation.
Calculate total ring diffusion reflection (azimuthal integration).
Sum the contributions for a few different incident frequencies.

Table 5:

Processing Tasks for the OWEDA calculations

The alignment angle to reflect incoming plane waves (or waves from distant sources) to the satellite as a function of B
B + ( {} - {}3/3
only, the angle from the vertical er to the satellite is E = 0 + arctangent (sin B I [ (hfR) + 1 - cos 0 ] }
cos
{ [sin 0 I (1
B ) ] [ 1 - (b/R,,)]
+ . . . where {) = { [sin 0 I (1 - cos B ) ] [ 1 - (h/R,.) + (hIR,.)2I2 - . . . ] }
} . See Figure 9. Using A, the distance from the surface point closest to the satellite along the Earth 's surface, to the wave

location of interest at Earth spherical coordinate 9, we get another relationship, 0 = arctangent [ A I (Ratelljte

Rearth) 1

Selection of an efficient arctangent code is useful for these large FE models used as input.

We can estimate the perfect reflection location length A as a more accurate angular distance 0. The perfect reflection
location is where the slope of the wave as a function of arc length exists for each element face that models the surface of the
ocean as arctangent [ (r - r1) / {(r2 - r1) B} ] = arctangent[1/ 0]. Here r1 are the radii from the Earth's center, per Figure 4.
We use an assumed mesh density method, a form of a greedy search method for 0 as shown in the box with the dotted

line border in Figure 8 below and in Figure 10.

Code for these structure charts is available at

http://www.absolute.org/#oweda.
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Assumptions: 1st X contains> WAVEMIN nodes; waves contain several nodes;
"RadarEq" uses Power at ocean, P,
Losses for return channel, receiverradiation loss, receiver loss, LocLL,
S, = P>G
.,tt2si&ti/(4 LL>L,[l+(l+cos8XWR)+(1ilR) 2J)
no
SearForSlant uses Newtons Method or a greedy algorithns on slant location

within the WAVEMIN to WAVEMAX range.

I

I

I

Record

I

I

I ReflectionflWstep i I

RunNastran
timeStep++

Assumed Mesh Density Process Flow Structure Chart

Figure 8:

This is a form of Newton's search but we will use information on the location of 0inf for the last convex and concave
wave to search in that location on the next assumed wave. Greedy algorithm forms are shown in a dotted box. Other
structure charts for the details in Figure 8 appear at the end of this section along with the analyses of the time and space
complexities.

Calculation of the target angle, LOtarget, can take two forms. Using the geometry shown below and Mechanical
Engineer's Handbook2' there are two methods that apply to the following geometry within "Case 2".

Angles for
satellite to
far field
reflection

= e;,,,. far field viewing of ocean events

far field
signals

satellite

Figure 9:

An1es for Satellite to far-field reflection

Method 1 in the handbook uses the law of cosines and Method 2 uses the "Law of Tangents". Comparison of these
methods shows that method 2 only takes 30% of the time method 1 does.

-
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operations
Case2Ml

score
Case2Ml

C2Method2

C2Method2

3
5

1

0

14

divide

1

6

33

multiply

6

2

354
248

198
118
0

62
91
92

0
0
0

assign
add

2
1

subtract

sqrt
cosine

4
1
1

sine

1

square

15
70

5
28

363

965
(0.37% of
Table 6:

C2M1)

Comparison of Calculation of the target angle. Ofl

For method 2 application of the law of tangents gives (
receipt of far field illumination we get

a-

3)/2

(hJ(2R + h)) cotangent( 012).

So

for satellite

AOget 71/4 - (h/(2R + h))cotangent( e/2)+ z0I0.75

(7)

There will probably be some polarization induced by the ocean wave surfaces. Expect that the reflection coefficients
differ like '4orientation > ROorientation. The latter being slightly more affected by the curved surface, not just for the rT2 losses (r'
for infmite cylinders) but also from scattering effects. So expect the 1St column in the Jones matrix22 to be larger than the 2w'.

We need test data to get a good ratio to specify the Jones matrix.

B: Time and space complexity, T and S calculations
In order to calculate the time and space complexity the structure charts for the details of Figure 5, the main OWEDA system

Assumed Mesh Density Process Flow Structure Chart, are shown below. This code for Figure 1 0 is available at
http://www.absolute.org/zoweda/calcApRfl.c.txt.
Calculate
StructalAperture

ReflectionCoef

nodes-H-;

Figure 10:

Inflection point determination

Code for Figure 1 1 below is available at http://www.absolute.org/zoweda.calcRflPwr.c.txt.
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Figure 11:

-

-

Curvature determination and phase calculation

Code for Fig. 12 below is available at http://www.absolute.org/zoweda/searchForSlant.c.txt.

Pow er,ngwaves=

RadarEq[concavej

Figure 12:

The main node by node search within a given assumed curvature region

In OWEDA the Finite Element Model of the Earth's Ocean has a knowable number of surface "grids" or "nodes"
(locations23) which owedaState must process. FE modeling codes24 sort these nodes in order of alignment with the satellite by
their initial locations. However, the number of ocean waves that the system will determine is unknown, as well as the number
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of time steps in a transient analysis, since the inner iteration is a nonlinear "static" Newton Raphson convergence before
moving to the next Hamming integration or Newmark Beta type time step. So we have the following input variables at the
high level part ofthe program.

Variable type
iter
r'bs
now

n

extra

Table 7:

conimnts

time steps

unknown

iterations
bisections
ocean waves
surface nodes
fmalization

unknowable
unknowable
unknown
knowable
knowable

Can be set, but the code needs to be able to
change the increment to avoid various problems.

Experience shows this stabilizes to a variance of 15%

Time Complexity Input Variable Considerations

This is almost akin to the distinction between a parameter and a variable. In the simplification of time complexity, does
the unknowable variable take precedence? This analysis will contain them all and report the estimated values and relative
importance.

Transient analysis is an integration of the equations of motion for some previous time steps with a projection into the
values of displacement, velocity, and acceleration for the next time step, the future at t+1 . This is different from a normal
modes analysis which is a computationally intensive eigenvalue solution. The reason the terminology gets mixed up is that
those normal modes are deformation shapes that tend to receive energy, each mode receives a different amount of energy.
Usually low order modes receive the most energy. However, in the case of the ocean we can peer over on our way home and
see every day that very high order modes have been excited, and it is these high order 10 to 30 meter ocean wavelength modes
that we tend to notice. These are the waves that defme the "sea state" used in meteorology and airborne SAR ocean current
detection. The transient analysis we use is considered to be "direct" because it fully solves the Equations of Motion rather

than just the solution to the Legendré Differential Equation (LDE). Since the LDE is the Helmholtz' wave equation in
spherical coordinates we expect the LDE solution to show up in a normal modes analysis. These modes could be used as a
reduced basis in a transient analysis, but with the use of axisymmetry the problem size is small enough for current computers
to handle in a few seconds for each iteration.

However, the iterations are a different issue. They are a solution similar to the "static" force balance equations for a
given time step. We can set the iteration maximum at which the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme will give up and bisect the
load. This is how MSC/NASTRAN can solve the system for structures that are slightly unstable. However, the number of
interactions, with the bi-section steps, are unknown and unknowable until the problem is run. Slight changes in a problem
generally do not produce any change in the iteration maximum, unless the solutions are near a "saddle point" of the stifthess,
mass, or damping matrices. Usually this is not a problem, so we will start with an estimate from past experience and change
the time complexity estimates after some NASTRAN runs have completed.
We will see that Towedaste(n) = ®(n) but how does that post processing fit into the entire system? Turning to the FEA
system level operation first we can estimate a fully integrated system time complexity and ,then we will do Towedasute(n)
separately. For a normal modes analysis we can substitute each mode for the time steps and there are approximately as many
active modes as the number of time steps we can hope to consider, about 50or so.

In this paper we look at transient analysis, not normal modes. Each transient (impulse response) analysis timeStep has a
deformed shape solution input to owedaState. The maximum number ofNewton Raphson iterations in MSC/NASTRAN is
unknowable, but tends towards less than 1 6 except in cases of non-convergence. Newton Raphson is the search routine that
goes back and forth along the stiffness, damping, and mass matrices to determine the static solution for a given time step. A
nonlinear Iransient analysis will run such nonlinear iterations. These static nonlinear analyses can load increments to ensure
following the 106 Degree Of Freedom (DOF) stiffness, damping, and mass matrices variations as a function of internal load
and strain. Assume the FEA is not preliminary, near mechanisms should be fixed, therefore a worst case value of 32 iterations
per load increments is reasonable25.
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TNTjsjentNR(fl) o( 8 loadSteps 32 iterations 'K [

bisections])

TNTpjjj1sjentNR(fl) 0)(1)
o( initialTimeSteps hsmaiiest / [c = sqrt(E/p)])

TNTjransjentN(fl) (0( initialTimeSteps)
o( 256

(ii)
TNTrnsient (n)

w(

Tansient&iaiysis(n)
(=1

Table 8 :

[tjt0] * [1+bisections] * hsiiest IC)

I t0)

((k=1(1=1decomp(n)))
1,000 (32 * 8
j=1

2 TowedaState ) 0(n2)

Time Complexity For integration of owedaState with FEA

NASTRAN decomposition (modification of Gauss-Doolittle) is order n3 at small values of n, but n2 for the "large"
10,000 node, 25,000 DOF model used for OWEDA. owedaStateO runs as a child process after each time step stops. So it
runs for each time step but as we shall see, it runs in Towedste(n) —
As it runs through all the nodes in the model it jumps up to the next expected location of the next ocean wave inflection
point. Using newtonSearch() to home in on the location takes less time than the bruteForce() option but these are constant
time differences. The worst case operation will have newtonSearch() process all nodes in the next expected wave region from

node_id to (node_id + WAVEMIN). The minimum processing is 3 nodes out of WAVEMIN number of nodes. The
curvature, target angle, and inflection calculations all occur in the same ioop. Therefore these individual time complexities
merely add. There is a small amount of overhead in the report generation routines in fmalize.
fmalize() is 0(n*n) since our reporting values are accumulating or stored in a time dimensioned array for all time steps.
But this storage is only for model problem investigation. Ordinary operation should only use space complexity 0(n) since
surface roughness, curvature, inflection, alignment, ocean wavelength, and ring by ring reflected power summation, are
cumulative values for each time step. Additionally, fmalize will have a selection for choice of maximum reflected power
reporting. So small reflection time steps will not require storage as owedaState stores only the maximum max_power_caic
power calculations.

A reduced reporting option that only stores a small number of excited modes, or merely their effect on the reflected
power density, Sr. Ifl FEA terminology this is a modal transient solution. With such a reduced scheme, fmalize() becomes
0(modes*n). They have modal truncation problems addressed with static state subtraction from the base modes, but we have
plenty of compute power to do the full time step integration transient analysis so modal transient is not considered.
Tsech
O(flnodedhlow)

O(nnodes) even though it takes 545 seconds on the old 1995 Gateway PC per node. Similarly Tcurvature
®(hbow). The asymptotics for bruteForce() versus newtonSearch() are shown below.

and T'get

TbmteForce(n)
TbmteForce(n)

Tbmteporce(n)

Tne,onsech(n)
Tne,on5ech(fl)

Table 9:

=
=
=
=

0(n)
0(n)
®(n)
o(n)

a(nlwaves)

Time Complexity Input Variable Considerations

Time Complexity for searchForSlantO26 uses the same cross product sign change27 to detect when a new "wave" begins
and while keeping a running score of curvature changes for surface roughness per wave location, eocewave:
* curve_changes / 0oW
= 2 rr
II nom_size 1 m
If(2,< nominal_size)
bruteForceO;
else
newtonSearchO;
TSfS(wavenodes) = ®(2)
I/waves is unknown
Tf,(n) = o(2 * waves)
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Tf(n) = o( n I waves )

I/waves is unknown

Whether the surface roughness goes high or not there will be at most one crp calculation per "wave". For bruteForce
there is one calculation per 3 nodes, for every curvechange. It is still unknowable but approaches (n-i) in the worst case.
,n

roweraveid

_

I__'

Po.jDrtpytoWave7t sm oW

4LCh2LflL[1+(1+coseOw)hfR + (()2/2]
T1cReflectejpower(WaVeflodeS = nlwaves)

T(n) = ®(waves)

= 0(1)

Conclusion: overall time and space complexity, T and S
So the overall time complexity of owedaState is just a linear combination of these time complexities. Since we carefully
installed the ocean wave characterization result calculations in each wave search without wave overlap the time complexity
simplifies greatly, and to a much lower number. Space complexity is also at a minimum since only in extreme cases do we
need full matrices of values for each node over many time steps. The major consolidation of reported values include surface
roughness, curvature, inflection, alignment, ocean wavelength, and ring by ring reflected power suniniation. As described
earlier, unless the user demands more data, the space complexity is only 0(n).

The interesting feature is that loose bounds disappear since the argument in them is less than "n" and the ®(n) bounds
contain them. One such calculation is the curvature calculation.

=
=

TbpjteForce(fl)

Tnewonsech(n)

u(nlwaves)
®(waves)
®(waves)

TnewtonSech(fl)

T(n)
Toceasiopcaic(n)
Tcvapire(n)

0(n)
i(n/waves)

Tctire(fl)

®(waves)
o(2 * waves)
o( n I waves )

T'target(fl)

Tf(n)
TSfS(n)

TowedteBEST(fl)

Towesatewogi(n)

Towejte(n)
Table 10:

®(n)
o(n)

//waves is unknown but less than n/lO
//waves is unknown but less than n/1O

w(rilwaves) + e(waves) + Q(nlwaves) + ®(waves) + w(2 * waves)
e(n) + ®(waves) + 0(n) + ®(waves) + o( n I waves )

®(n) and fi(n/waves)

®(n)

fl(nlwaves)
®(n)

//there must be at least 10 nodes per wave

Overall owedaState Time Complexity Summary
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Appendix A: Fourier transform & Legendré polynomial D.E. beat solutions
This section seeks to clarify that a modal solution for reasonable size ocean waves (those that we see) is straightforward and
that such analysis is mathematically sound. In the initial theory on page 3 we set the period for the ocean waves to about 6.3
seconds to simplify the solution with o 2itf 1 . The familiar form of the wave equation in the literature, a "plane wave"

such as A0*cos(k*x)t) used in the "OWEDA geometry" part of the introduction, is the measured equivalent28 of the
solution to Legendré's Differential Equation (LDE), the ordinary Legendré polynomials, P. What we see on the ocean is
equivalent to a Fourier integral representation (the continuos form of the Fourier series representation) of that solution to the
LDE. Except after processing, we do not usually see the individual modes in reality, only the combination. Caution! The
Fourier decomposition will not describe beat wave combinations that are real and a major contributor to reflected power (and
physical experience on the beach). The LDE is just the Helmholtz wave equation in spherical coordinates for determination
of the surface normal modes.

Two waves of different frequency will combine to form a high frequency low wavelength "carrier" within a slowly
varying low frequency high wavelength envelope. From the trigonometry angle sum and difference formulae we can step
down the wavelength by factors of 2 and approach X = 2nRj(2 + Ig R) which is still rather large. However, this
combination is only from a subset of the P polynomial. Using mathematical induction we show the rest of the terms combine
with this expression to allow nearly any size wavelength for an undamped fluid sphere, including the high X-Band radar
reflectivity leading edge crest bound "centimetric" ripples. OWEDA will pump energy into the 10 to 30 meter waves for radio
telescope purposes for which a falling object event such as a space station re-entry could provide, as long as we time and
place the splash down correctly.
OWEDA use mode 2b, satellite receipt of far-field transmission (Table 1), fmds what kind of disturbance provides the set
of wave rings for the best Aperture efficiency Ae. The OWEDA program calculates Ae for various disturbances based on the
deformed shape results from an axisymmetric Finite Element Analysis (FEA). To estimate what kind of disturbances would be
useful, we need to get the "coefficients" of the Fourier integral, g(w), by taking the Fourier transform of the ordinary
Legendré polynomials, P(cos ) where e is the same as that used in the OWEDA calculations in the algorithms section B,
the previous section. The LDE tells us that the highest order of P will be an n that solves n(n+l) = (k R)2 where k is the
ordinary wave number. This gives us high order terms n 6*106 for 10 meter ocean wavelengths. However, there are other
reasons why putting the P, into Fourier integral form is no easy task.

The convolution theorem appears to help. In the Fourier series representation this is Parseval's Theorem. For our
Fourier integral representation here some authors assign it to Rayleigh. This says that the integration over all frequencies for
the product of two Fourier Transforms is equal to the integration over space or time (or both) of the product of the original
un-transformed functions.

d wF (& ) G ' (a ) =

'
fdtf (t )g (t)

The convolution part of this comes from the proofs internal transformation of the Fourier transform and complex

conjugate (cc*) Fourier transform (the F of g*) giving a delta function shifted to integrate out the variable for G against that
for F, and getting rid ofthe (l/2it) at the same time. Now we can extend this to a function ofmany factors in order to perform
the transform of Pn which contains co?( 0), by pulling out one factor (x = cos 0) at a time. That seems to beg for a name.
So we know that the end result for one term will be a series of spikes for the cosine functions whose Fourier transform is justa
delta at the spatial frequency k,, where we are returning to the ocean wavelength problem for k1 = 2 tI&. The question now
remains, what does the Fourier transform g(k) ö"(k) mean (where all "i" are the same?)? How does this get us to the
observed value of Aow*c0S(k*Xt)?

An important issue that Fourier transforms cannot address is the formation of beat waves. Some of the 10 to 30 meter
ocean wavelengths that we want for radio telescopy are the result of combinations of much larger wavelengths. The
difference in the wavelengths ofthe combination shows up as the fme structure in a beat wave.

Our multiple angle formulae show that cos2x combines with -ito form a function with double that spatial frequency.
cos(2x) = cos2x - 1. This combination would double the frequency of the cos2x signal. So part of the second ocean mode
from P2 = (3cos2 0 - 1)/2 using k1 = 27t/(21Rth) reduces in wavelength from A1 = 27tRe to a beat wave of length 21.beat =tRth. and has an envelope of 4 1tRth.
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Representation using Euler's identity using exponential complex form provides the mechanism to fhlly analyze the effect
of "beating" or heterodyning these harmonic contributions. Ordinary heterodyning seeks to lower the frequency using the
envelope. But on the ocean we see the "fme structure" or spatial frequency differences. As we beat the spatial frequency up,
the envelope frequency becomes less meaningfiil (very large).
Continuing with a cosine double angle formula for the next combination, P4 (lO5cos4 0 - 72cos2 0 +3)/2 were we need a
constant of -210/2 to fully reduce the 4 power terms, but +69/2 = +34 (digital29) for the squared terms. So we can put all 72
squared terms down to half X1.beat and then 69 of the 4th order terms reduce ftilly to a quarter of the maximum wavelength,
71.beat

Legendré
polynomial

Legendré

order
P0
P1
P2

P3
P4

resultant
1

1

cos0
(3cos2O -

cosO

l)/2 = (O.5cos2O - 0.5) + cos20

= cos(20) + (cos2 0)/2
= (3cos(20) + 1 )/4

per Hildebrand3° cos(20)

(5cos3 0 -3cos 0)/2
= (5cos(3 0) + 3cos( 0) ) / 8
(lO5cos4 0 -72cos2 0 + 3)/2

X, = 1/0
largestAbet

smallest Xenvelope

AI1

1

X I2

2X

X I3

3

XI4

4X

&/8

8X0

I 0 = infinity = rigid body mode

per Hildebrand3°

cos(30)

= (105/2)(cos4 0 - 1) - (72/2)(cos2 0 - 1) - (3612)
= (105/2)cos2(20) - (72/2)cos(20) - (36/2)
= (105/2)cos(40) - (72/2)cos(20) - (36/2)

P8

halving techniques propose a log2(n2) = lg(n2) formula, but that truncates the divisor:
..t, /2,097, 152
4,003,646
ig (4,003,646) floor(21 .9) = 21
(222 4,194,304 but halving uses 221 2,097,152)
Hildebrand3° saves us by induction:
X I 4,003,646
Table 1 1 :

2,097, 152 ,%
4,003,646 A.,

Legendré pplynomial order and wavelength reduction

Since the higher order terms continue to receive a larger coefficient, we can expect to reduce a number equal to the floor
works all the way to our highest
of the constant value for even numbered (ordered) Legendré polynomial terms Pn2m.
order for n k* P.earth. By induction the result of halving the wavelength at each "square-root-like" operation of the double

angle cosine formula gives us the fmal result giving n 2ir*6.371*106m/lOm =4.003*106

2floor(22)

Smce our first

argument involves doubling the argument of the cosine term to halve the wavelength, we must take the floor of the base 2 log
or division of by 2,097, 152 which returns a vibration mode at 1 9.09 20 meters. If we could divide by the
of (k
mode would have a 9.5 meter wavelength. Recall this calculation assumes an ocean surface wave period of 6.3 seconds so

that o = 2rf 1. But we can, and as we would expect for our initial values, ocean waves with 10 meters and T 6.3
seconds, we get a beat down wavelength of 9.5

10 meters.

At first, without calculating other values of the wave number k for other wave periods, there appears to be a failure to
reduce down to the 1 meter and smaller waves we see every day. Did we exclude these waves by using k =2 rr/10? Not after
considering beat waves. The remaining terms combine with all the others, not just those with the highest arguments such as
221 0, but all the way down to the remaining large wavelength cos( 0) terms. So that in our base 2 analysis we have a series
from 1 to 222/2 221 of reduced terms, and several higher ordered harmonics (cosk 0) terms still lying around. From
Rodrigues' formula3° we see that we always have even ordered terms to cos2 0 which reduce to wavelengths oforder ?.
Hildebrand3° calculates odd ordered reduced forms so we see the pattern in Table 1 1 above. This shows conclusively
that the lowest wavelength for a given assumed ocean wave period T = 1/f is reduced k/2 which is the initial value but not
the only wavelength experienced in this physical model due to beat waves and wave envelopes.

A key to understanding the variability of the LDE solution is to change the input wave period so we no longer have o
2tf 1. The result is still sensible, but considering all the possible periodicities, we start to see why an FE model is the way
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to analyze the system. We need more boundary conditions. A spherical H20 planet has nearly all wavelengths and periods
for its normal modes. Our thin 4 km skin of water on this 6372 km radius planet3' will be constrained to the much higher
modes (frequencies) with the much lower wavelengths that we experience daily.

Appendix B: Future work: rotation of the wave reflection orientation
As the ocean waves travel around the Earth, their orientation with respect to the receiving or transmitting satellite rotates such
that the back side has more exposure to the satellite than the leading side. This changes the location of expected inflection
point and creates a shadow region at a maximum O, depending on the sea state. We already calculate the proper slope, but
not the correct estimate for the "middle" of the "wave".

This geometry analysis input will go into the owedaState.c "greedy" search algorithm version. The current version
gives an estimate of where the "middle" of the "wave" should be. The slight correction due to rotation of the orientation of
the surface with respect to the satellite will have negligible overhead cost and will save us time calculating several nodes per
ocean wave owedaState discovers.
However, the main effect is the change in RCS (Radar Cross Section, o, reflection of illumination) as these unsymmetric
waves tilt with respect to the satellite. A way to deal with this is to change the curvature used in the RCS calculation for the
current ring ocean wave's reflected power.
Another effect on radar return and signal acquisition from oceanic surfaces further away from the satellite is the change in
density with height in the atmosphere. Signals skimming the surface travel through several different "layers" and experience a
constantly changing index ofrefraction. Us ofthe 4/3 earth model7 helps correct for this.

Dr. Paul Carson of the U of Michigan Medical School suggests using traditional time domain and frequency domain
multiplexing to process the separate rings and ensure maximum reflector gain and Aeff. This DSP is probably the best bet.

Appendix C: Future work: non-cylindrical and sea state effects
Not only are ocean waves less like perfect cylindrical shapes than sine or cosine height distributions, but the sea state32
severely affects their symmetry, or lack thereof, and the amount of interference that is constructive and thereby causes large
changes in wave height (2A0) and wavelength
I.

Error Types
A.
High sea states cause non-cylindrical section ocean waves sinusoidal functions cannot fully represent.
1.
/=---/=---/=---J=--- object: Crest shadows, possibility: approximately 1% causes: wind
In this text representation, the upper inflection occurs between the rise, I, and the crest and lower
surface, =. The lower surface is shaded by the crest. The second derivative of the graphical
representation vertical (r) with respect to the longitudinal direction (0) is zero at the inflections at
the wave tip (upper right of=) and the trough ofthe ocean wave. The troughs are out of phase
with the crest tips. In the brute force version ofthe owedaState.c program
2.

A_A_A_A_A object: phase, convex to concave phase lag, possibility: about 1% for d TIlO,
10% for d = T/100 causes: superposition ofmultiple waves, problems: requires pre-scan from
satellite to set phase lag tables. Calculation of small and large d determines extent of problem

II.

Error estimation
A.
/=---/=---I=---/=--- object: Crest shadows. The brute force version of the owedaState.c code will show the
regions under the crest as radiating away from the satellite. However, the code needs to consider regions
that are shaded. Radar return calculations cannot resume until the trailing node of the arc (cylindrical
radiator assumption) is out of the crest shadow. This occurs when the azimuthal angle (latitude) increments
past the last maximum.
1.
calculate_with_crest_shadows()
2.
for ( theta(node) = last; theta(node) <pi; node ++)
3.

4.

{

if( theta(node-2) > theta_high_water)
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if ( theta(node-1) > theta(node-2))
if ( theta(node) > theta(node-1))
calculate radiationO;
else

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

B.

partialshadow_l++;
else
partialshadow_2++;
else
shadowlength = shadowlength + (R_earth*(theta(node2) - (theta(node-l)));
}

calculatewithcrestshadows() is only necessary for "unsmooth" shadows. This return calculation can use
the average arc length increment rather than the brute force faceted return orientation calculation.
1.
check smooth crests()
2.
if( slope_dz/dtheta < NEGATIvE_VERTICAL_SLOPE)
3.
if ( deltar > delta_rjough)
4.
calculate with crest shadowsQ;
5.
else
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

{

smooth_length smooth_length +(R_earth*(theta(node2) - (theta(node-l)));
ciculate_average_returnO;
}

else

11.

{

12.

smooth_length = smooth_length +(R_earth*(theta(node2) - (theta(node-l)));

13.
14.

calculate smooth_returnO;

15.

}

calculate_returnO;

near 8 = 0 and high out near the fringe
An ideal ocean wave set would be to have long spatial ocean wavelengths,
at about 0> 150. This would give maximum return at low 0 and high 0 due to proper angles on the backs of the ocean waves.
A method to provide this dispersion of ocean surface waves would greatly improve this oweda method.
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Appendix D, Radar terminology for ocean analysis

Terminology from A-Alpersl979
Orbital motion: "The phase shifts incurred by the motion of the ocean waves are to the first order due to the orbital motions
associated with these waves. For deep water waves these motions are circular. The phase change induced by a monochromatic
superimposed on a surface current v, which for simplicity
deep water wave with wave number k, frequency co, and amplitude

is assumed to be time independent, is given by A - 2 Jk • (ü(t') + v)dt' where u is the orbital velocity. .
Velocity bunching: ". . . More precisely, the backscattered microwave power per unit length in azimuthal direction ("scatter
density") vanes with x0 if the radial velocity of the scatterers Ur is a function of x0. The term "velocity bunching" have been used
by Larson et a!

Terminology from B-Rufenachl983
Long gravity waves: " . . . The areas selected for measurements and the geometry were determined to minimize the effects of
The modulation due to tile and hydrodynam.ic
the long gravity waves and maximize the magnitude of the ocean currents

interaction can cause biases in the Doppler spectrum due to unequal weighting of the individual scatterers over a long ocean
wavelength. .

Orbital motion: "However, several additional factors may also cause biases. The orbital motion and phase speed of the short
Bragg waves themselves may cause shifts: the phase velocity of these short waves is of the order of 0.1 rn/s. Second, second order interactions between the long and short waves could also cause shifts of the same order as the short wave phase velocity."

". . . Indeed, the number of multiple-looks N (processing) which is also called mixed integration always leads to degraded
resolution over the one-look (full bandwidth) resolution. .

Terminology from C-Jain1983
"[mechanisms for successful ocean wave SAR imaging] A number of viable mechanisms have been suggested such as surface
iilt, hydrodynamic modulation, and velocity bunching due to orbital velocity (azimuthal speed) among others."
Marine Remote Sensing Experiment (MARSEN), SEASAT SAR

Focusing: "The focus adjustment in the optical processor consisted of moving the azimuth telescope away or toward the
image plane by a predetermined fixed amount (see Figure 1)." Jam has a great diagram of optical processing here.
Integration Time: ". . . major concern.. . the effect of motion on these images. . . azimuthally traveling waves processed
for different integration limes. .
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Peak to Basehne Ratio: " . . it was found desirable to identify a descriptor that would remain invariant to changes in radar
operating and processing background. . ." using film!
.

Terminology from D-Lyzengal988
"Doppler shifts of the scattered radar signals are related to orbital motions rather than the phase velocity of the imaged
waves." Orbital motion appears to be wave speed in the ordinary ocean wave direction (not a component).

set to zero or half the ocean wave phase speed , 1' k/R,
focus factors: 13 chosen to match the knear FM chirp rate,
and the spectral density set to Q 0, a nominal focus setting, which also implies ' k/R. C sqrt(3 3')/iit is a normalization
constant of the "appropriate reference function" h C exp[ j(x - Vt)2 +j3'(y - c't')2 I (the impulse response). These
parameters shift the time (temporal frequency) affect on the image. For nonlinear effects, ". . . x k3/R is a dimensionless

focus parameter.

x is the azimuthal "range" along the direction of aircraft travel.

V is the speed of the platform (aircraft).

"short" time for the IPP, Inter Pulse Period,
c' is the speed of the ocean wave.

"fast" time for the PM, the Pulse Repetition Interval, t'
y is the bore sight range distance (perpendicular to direction of flight).

K, K, and K are the wave numbers in x and y (range) directions where K 2it/X e.

c = ocean wave angular frequency,

2itf. It's related to phase speed by cphase do/k.

T is the period of the carrier signal.

Velocity bunching: "The velocity bunching effect is caused by spatial variations in the mean radial velocity over length scales
larger than the SAR resolution. .

Terminology from E-Brürnngl99l
Contributions to SAR image formation include "a) velocity bunching, b) degradation of azimuthal resolution due to finite
scene coherence time (mainly resulting from the velocity spread of the scatter elements within a SAR resolution cell) and to orbital
accelerations, and c) cross section modulation due to tilting and hydrodynamic interaction by long iraves."

Tower Ocean Wave and Radar Dependence:
Modulation Transfer Function:
Normalized Radar Cross Section:

TOWARD

MTF
NRCS

Velocitbunching: "The velocity bunching theory assumes that the facets are 'physically distinct' during the SAR integration
time. The NRCS of each facet may vary during this period due to lilting and hydrodynamic modulation of the Bragg waves, but
this only has a small effect on the imaging mechanism and can be disregarded to first order . . ." Later he defines it more. 'We
(R/V)eff the effective R/V ratio which determines the "strength" of velocity bunching when the
call R I V ( 1 - 2 AV I V)
SAR processor is defocussed by the amount AV. If the factor 1 - is smaller than unity, the azimuthal displacement is increased.
As a consequence, velocity bunching also increases and thus enhances the SAR image contrast as long as. . ." as long as it is not
too nonlinear. "On the other hand, defocusing degrades the azimuthal resolution and thus reduces the image contrast. Thus
both effects are counteractive. The result is that maximum image contrast, or maximum Signal to Clutter (S/C), is no longer
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encountered at AV = 0, as is the case for stationary targets, but rather at some AV is not zero. . ." Apparently other authors find
this other value near half the ocean wave phase speed.
Azimuthal Resolution: "It is weli known from SAR theory that the fine azimuthal resolution of SAR is achieved by matching
the quadratic phase term of the return signal with a filter function whose phase depends quadratically on time. .
Focusing and azimuthal speed tuning: "The focusing theory presented in this paper simpiy consists of replacing the

azimuthal matched filter . .
h0(t)

=

[p V2 k/R]1/2 exp {

j 1.72 t2

k1/R }

(7)

". . . by a detuned matched filter by using the same formalism as described in [A-Alpersl979 included herein] for a perfectly
tuned matched filter. We parameterize the degree of detuning by a velocity parameter AV, which in the following we shall call
the focus parameter. .

Terminology from F-P1ant1992
This paper contains most of the terminology of Alpers, Rufenach, Lyzenga, Brüning, and others, along with Plant's own
clarifications, as he seeks to reconcile the ocean wave imaging theories.

Terminology from G-Weissmanl996
This is mostly an experimental data paper including physical measurements of the sea used for other papers. Their SAR
measurements are meant for calibration for other experiments.
This data includes details on short gravity waves, gravity-capillary waves, and a relaxation rate model to correlate the two.

Terminology from H-P1ant1997
Centimetric: Bragg resonant waves with wavelengths on the order of a few centimeters.

Appendix E, Focusing, velocity bunching, and other definitions, by paper
Clarification from A-Alpersl979
Almost a reconciliation of theory before 1979, this is one of the easiest papers to read. Alpers compares different parameters
for focusing that are complicated parts of the "image plane" 1(x) which is the image of the waves in the azimuthal direction.

However, in citing Larson, et al. as the reference for initiation of the term "velocity bunching" they cite paper number [12]
instead of the correct paper, number [14].
Their "de-chirping" matched filter has the transfer function exp{ jV2 t2 k/R }, the same matched filter as used in Brüning. -
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In defining the image plane power density Alpers uses a "theoretical or Rayleigh resolution for stationary targets [ Pa (?R
Pa { 1 + [(4ir/X)(T/2)2 A }2 is the azimuthal resolution if the target is in motion (defocused resolution)."
Pa'
Defocused resolution! Hmmm. .

I (2V1) I and

Clarification from B-Rufenachl983
Rufenach has a really good diagram of the orientation of the aircraft versus the wave field, the only diagram of this in the
entire lot. This shows the need to use more than one paper to investigate most substantial issues.

Another great graphic in this paper is a photograph of a SAR image showing a train track and the train displaced in the
middle of some farms due to the Doppler shift. This motion mduced Doppler is the major method Rufenach uses in this paper
for wave image resolution (rather than simple SAR).

In this work, BRIM ofAnn Arbor combined with the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing and chose the target locations "to
minimize the effects of the long gravity waves and maximize the magnitude of the ocean currents."

There is an important section in this paper on the "Influence of Bandwidth on Imaging Movmg Ocean Waves" using a
multiple looks method used in some of the other papers.
One set of the aircraft data was bandwidth corrected to deal with this issue.

The method used by Rufenach yields only one component of the ocean current. Therefore, current vector definition requires
several passes.

The system "will be most sensitive to ocean currents if (1) the ocean currents are traveling perpendicular to the flight
= 900; (2) the radar look angle is near grazing, 0 900; (3) a short radar wavelength is employed; and (4) the
aircraft is flown at slow speed. Measurements obtained near Vancouver Island using X Band SAR resulted in adequate
sensitivities when V > 1.0 rn/s. Digital processing rather than optical processing could also improve the sensitivity."
direction,

"However, several additional factors may also cause biases. The orbital motion and phase speed of the short Bragg waves

themselves may cause shifts: the phase velocity of these short waves is of the order of 0.1 rn/s. Second, second -order
interactions between the long and short waves could also cause shifts of the same order as the short wave phase velocity."

Clarification from C-Jain1983
This paper used an optical processor (a really good diagram of this is on the second page of the paper). Figure 2 of the paper
shows a map of the North Sea with flight paths for the CV-990 ffight for MARSEN.

The author previous showed that "for the SEASAT case the wave height can be measured from the wavelength correlation
properties of the speckle." Wow! I thought speckle was useless.
"Both Valenzues and [the author, Jam] imply that a random ocean surface cannot be imaged as the linear superposition of
images of individual wave components (i.e. the image directional spectrum is not linearly related to the wave height directional
spectrum)." If this observation is true that points out inadequacy in the commonly used wave solution e1(k'
"Another point of disagreement among SAR investigators is to the effect of integration time on image quality. The velocity
bunching theory of Alpers and Rufenach implies improved image quality for decreasing integration time as a result of lower
degradation from acceleration effects of the ocean surface patch contributing to the image formation. On the other hand, [this
author, Jam] predicts a dependence due only to the effect of SAR resolution on integration time for integration times smaller than
the dominant wave period.

Various SAR investigators also disagree on the magnitude of focus adjustment required on the SAR processor to achieve
maximum enhancement of wave image visibility. The results from the Marineland experiment reported in Shuchman and
Shemdin (1983) suggests that oplimum visibility of azimuthal waves is achieved by a focusing adjustment that corresponds to a
velocity approximation equal to the phase velocity of the dominant ocean waves being imaged. These observations are consistent

with Jam's (1978, 1981) theory and observations. [A-Alpersl979 with Rufenach], however, suggest that the optimum focus
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adjustment for azimuthal waves is determined by the wave orbital velocity. To date [1 983] the differences have not been
resolved."
J am includes a table of physical parameters and measurements for these experiments.

Clarification from D-Lyzengal988
"Doppler shifts of the scattered radar signals are related to orbital motions rather than the phase velocity of the imaged
waves. Accordingly, the focus adjustments were considered by many to be corrections for the radial accelerations associated with
the surface wave orbital motions [Alpers and Rufenach 1980]. Alternative theories were presented by Ivanov (1982) and Ouchi
( 1 983) which indicated that the optimum focus setting for ocean waves was equivalent to that required to focus a hard target
moving with half the azimuthal phase velocity of the waves. However, this theory was criticized as resulting from a misapplication
of the two-scale scattering model [Plant 1983]."

Lyzenga's mathematical description is the best of this set of papers and includes a set of figures showing weighting for the
spectral resolution function, )/V versus K. The section on velocity bunching nonlinearities appears to still hold up to the ever
present scruliny that this field appears to have.
" . . . Note that this effect causes a larger suppression of the wave component with the smaller amplitude and would therefore
appear to be capable of producing an apparent narrowing of the spectral peak under certain conditions. On the other hand, the
false responses at the sum and difference frequencies would appear to have the opposite effect of broadening the spectrum. .
"The focus setting is expressed in these plots in terms of the equivalent azimuthal target velocity or platform velocity
(Ct1)V/2 where V is the platform velocity, which was 273 m/s for leg I and 218 m/s for leg 2. Note that the
correction Va
optimum focus setting corresponds to approximately half the phase velocity of the waves (i.e., about 7.5 mIs),and has opposite
signs for the two flight directions. .

Clarification from E-Brüningl99l
"To get further insight into the structure of the focusing, we carried out Monte Carlo simulations in which we eliminated the
contribution of the orbital acceleration in the SAR imaging mechanism by setting ar(xo) 0 . . ." ui hi5 azimuthal resolution
relation # 10.
Brüning contains several good graphs showing the relationship between the physical waves and the SAR images and how they
can match up, and how the can double up (image wavelength half the physical wavelength).
"The fact that the modification of velocity bunching influences the focus sensitivity at low altitude but not at high altitude can
easily be explained ifwe consider the dependence of the peak of the SAR image spectrum on the nonlinearity parameter .

"To summarize, our mapping integral contains the orbital acceleration but not the phase velocity of the long waves, while..
"The difference between our focusing theory and Lyzenga's is that in his theory the integration time must be an appreciable
fraction of the wave period for the focus effect to be observable. This is not required in our theory. In his theory focusing is a
consequence of the fact that the wave pattern is moving during SAR integration time..
'We agree with Raney and Vachon that m multilook SAR imagery wave pattern shifts exist between independently generated
looks, which are proportional to the phase velocity of the long waves. However, we disagree with their argument justifying the
inclusion of the long wave phase velocity in the SAR imaging mechanism when dealing with single-look imagery. In our opinion
the velocity of the modulation pattern does not affect the width of the azimuthal impulse response function."
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Clarification from F-P1ant1992

For details reference the shortened abstract of this paper in the last section.

"Essential to all SAR imaging theories is the determination of the temporal correlation function sop in terms of scene
correlation time and wave orbital velocities and accelerations." Apparently the intensity is inversely proportional to the "orbital"
azimuthal wave speed.
"The figure [Figure 2] shows that the 'velocity bunching' approximation, which is really the Taylor senes expansion of Vr, !S
very good for integration times up to about 2O% of the wave period. Above this value, this approximation produces focus offsets
and improved visibility due to focusing which are too small."

Plant and the other papers use the following assumptions:
I . Correlation distances are sufficiently short compared with the long wave period that the correlation function is
spatially a delta function.

2. Correlation times are short compared with the long wave period.
3. Cross section changes occur slowly compared with correlation times and distances.

Appendix F, Ocean current SAR paper descriptions
Geophysical Oriented SA.R, Ocean Waves and Currents

Satellite S44R

Spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) repeat-pass interferometry (RPI) compares scans from two different dates using

RPI images of Cumulus and relief derived turbulence. These results compare to the theory that tropospheric turbulences, rain
falls and ionospheric phenomena can be detected with SAR RPI
Seasat radar observations of the Gulf of Alaska by the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and the Wind Speed Scatterometer
(SASS) indicates that L-band back scatter at 23° 3° incidence is modulated by 5m/s and 20m/s wind speeds and possibly by
wind direction. This research suggests that a combination of Seasat SAR and Scatterometer data may yield high resolution maps

of surface winds34.

Airborne SAR
Jet Propulsion Laboratory OPL) L Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) flown over the Nordsee tower during the Marine
Remote Sensing Experiment (MARSEN) suggests that (1) the focus dependence for optimum imaging is a function ofwave phase
speed, (2) azimuthally traveling waves can be as visible as range traveling waves when the necessary focus adjustments are made in
the SAR processor, (3) visibility of azimuthally traveling waves does not improve with decreasing integration time, (4) spectra and

images of azimuthally traveling waves do not show observable distortions compared to those for range traveling waves, for
starters (there are other issues)35.

High resolution and the potential of nearly instantaneous coverage of large areas drives research in Microwave remote sensing
of the ocean surface using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). Measurements of ocean surface currents based on imaging of regions

near the shore of the Monterey Bay use an interferometric SAR, whereas ordinary SAR would be insufficient. The successful
interferometnc method is a modification of the conventional SAR which employs two spatially separated antennas36.
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Interpretations of aircraft SAR measurements compared with limited surface values tend to underestimate the ocean current
eslimates by about 25%. A theory modifies a classical Doppler expression showing that radar measurements are dependent on
radar processor (system) bandwidth and received signal bandwidth. Measured bandwidths give a correction that increases inferred
current values by about 25%, bringing the measurements into good agreement37.

Ocean Currents
Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) ocean imaging research has had conflicting reasons for apparent improvement in
wave contrast in response to processor focus adjustment. However, both orbital velocity and phase velocity are of fundamental
importance in the SAR wave imaging problem. The first affects the phase of the received signal, leads to velocity bunching, and is
scaled by the ratio of sensor altitude to sensor velocity. The second affects the magnitude of the received signal, leads to
translation of wave features during image formation (observed as blurring in the image), and is scaled by the ratio of wave phase
velocity to sensor velocity, thus becoming significant for airborne radars. This treatment of the phase velocity parameter is new38.

Several of the apparently differing theories of Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery of the ocean reconcile as a single
consistent theory. 'Time-dependent" theories of Lyzenga (1988) and of Kasilingam and Shemdin (1988) and the 'Velocitybunching" theory of Brüning, Alpers, and Shroter (1991) are identical at short integration times but focusing diverges at long
integration times. Velocity bunching theory assumes that integration times are short compared with ocean wave penods. The
inference is that the phase speed of the ocean wave plays a secondary, nearly negligible, role to that of orbital velocity and
acceleration in determining the optimum focus setting for short integration times but becomes dominant as mtegration times are
increased39.

Surface wave parameters that account for horizontal versus vertical polarization explain the apparently anomalous behavior
of microwave sea return measured at incidence angles between 500 and 800 during the Synthetic Aperture Radar and X Band
Ocean Nonlinarities-Forschungsplatform Nordsee (SAXON-FPN) experiment. Ocean surface waves of the order of a few meters
long are frequently steep enough to generate bound centimeinc waves, then composite surface scattering theory can account for
many anomalous properties of microwave back scatter from the sea at high incidence angles. Bound centimetric waves have a
nonzero mean tilt because they are located on the steep forward face of the intermediate waves, and they move at the speed of the
intermediate waves40.

Bragg Scattering
Four separate CW microwave systems operating at L, 5, X, and Ka bands and incidence angles near 45° measured the
response of short surface waves with Bragg wavelengths of 14.1 , 9.2, 2.1 , and 0.6 cm, to near-surface wind fluctuations. This
research found that in the wind speed regime from 6.4 to 9.4 m/s, coherence functions relating the cross sections to fluctuations

of the wind are appreciable only below 0.01 Hz and then only for the highest two microwave frequencies whose Bragg
wavelengths correspond to gravity-capillary waves41.

Surface wave parameters that account for horizontal versus vertical polarization explain the apparently anomalous
behavior ofmicrowave sea return measured at incidence angles between 500and 800 during the Synthetic Aperture Radar and
X Band Ocean Nonlinarities-Forschungsplatform Nordsee (SAXON-FPN) experiment. Ocean surface waves of the order of a
few meters long are frequently steep enough to generate bound centimetric waves, then composite surface scattering theory
can account for many anomalous properties of microwave back scatter from the sea at high incidence angles. Bound
centimetric waves have a nonzero mean tilt because they are located on the steep forward face of the intermediate waves, and
they move at the speed of the intermediate waves42.
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Appendix G, List of ocean current sensing SAR papers

A IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Volume AP-27, Number 5, Pages 685 - 690,
September 1979, The Effect ofOrbital Motions on Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery ofOcean Waves,
Werner R Alpers, Wave Propagation Laboratory, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration, Boulder, CO and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
Pasedena, CA and Clifford L Rufenach (Authors' photographs included after the bibliography)

B Journal ofGeophysical Research, Volume 88, Number C3, Pages 1867-1876, February 28, 1983,
Interpretation ofSynthetic Aperture Radar Measurements ofOcean Currents, Clifford L Rufenach, NOAA
Environmental Research Laboratory, Wave Propagation Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado, 80303, Robert A
Shuchman and David R Lyzenga, Radar and Optics Division, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
(ERIM), Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48107.
C Journal ofGeophysical Research, Volume 88, Number C14, Pages 9792 - 9808, November 20,
1983, L Band SAR Ocean Wave Observations During Marsen, A Jam (at Hughes Aircraft Company in
1983) and 0 H Shemdin, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasedena, CA
D Journal of Geophysical Research, Volume 93, Number Cl 1 , Pages 13,859 - 13,865, November 15,
1988, An Analytic Representation ofthe Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Spectrumfor Ocean Waves,
David R Lyzenga, College ofMarine Studies, University ofDelaware, Newark

E IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Volume 29, Number 1, Pages 120 -128, January
1991, On the Focusing Issue ofSynthetic Aperture Radar Imaging ofOcean Waves, Claus Brurnng, MaxPlank-Institut fir Meteorologie, Bundestrasse 55, D-2000 Hamburg 13, GDR, Werner R Alpers, Universtat
Hamburg, Institut fUr Meereskunde, Troplowitzstrasse 7, D-2000 Hamburg 54, GDR, and Jens Schröter,
Alfred-Wegener-Institut für Meeresforschung, D-2850 Bremerhaven, GDR (Authors' photographs included
after the bibliography). Work supported partly by Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie,
Grant BMFT 01 QS 86174 and in part by the Office ofNaval Research, Grant N0014-83-G-0126

F Journal ofGeophysical Research, Volume 97, Number CS, Pages 7493 -7501, May 15, 1992,
Reconciliation ofTheories ofSynthetic Aperture Radar Imagery ofOcean Waves ,William J Plant, (in
1992 he moved to the Applied Physics Laboratory, University ofWashington, Seattle), Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
G Journal ofGeophysical Research, Volume 101, Number CS, Pages 12,149 - 12,161, May 15, 1996,
Response ofmicrowave cross sections of the sea to windfluctuations, David E Weissman, Department of
Engineering, Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York, William J Plant, Applied Physics Laboratory,
University ofWashington, Seattle, Siegfried Stolte, Federal Armed Forces Underwater Acoustics and
Marine Geophysics Research Institute, Kiel, GDR
H Journal of Geophysical Research, Volume 102, Number C9, Pages 21,132 - 21,146, September 15,
1997, A model for microwave Doppler sea return at high incidence angles: Bragg scattering from bound,
tilted waves, William J Plant, Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle
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Andrew S Tannenbaum, Computer Networks, 3T edition, Prentice-Hall, page 163 (1996).
Thomas H Corman, Charles E Leiserson, and Ronald L Rivest, Introduction to Algorithms,
printing, 1 994, MIT press.
Appendix D, Radar terminology for ocean analysis is found at http://www.absolute.org/oweda/appD.txt.
4
FEA provides almost any "result" desired through Model Correction Statistical Truncation (MCST). This is the tendency to
remove mistakes in the test phase, stopping the correction search when the tester reaches an assumed answer. There are usually far more
modeling errors than the FE analysts suspect, and schedule pressures help promote incorrect "correlation" arguments.
5
http://www.abso1ute.org/owedaIsar_papers0l .txt
6
G Arfkin, MathematicalMethodsfor Physicists, 3d Edition, Academic Press, Pages 622 and 667, Orlando, 1985
7
Peyton Z Peebles Jr. Ph.D., Radar Principles, 1998, John Wiley and Sons. An atmospheric change in density causes index of
refraction distributions that affect transmission through the atmosphere.
S
"Appendix B: Future work: rotation ofthe wave reflection orientation" is at http://www.absolute.org/owedalappB.txt.
9
z
Alterman, H Jarosch, and C L Pekeris, "Oscillations ofthe Earth", Proc. R. Soc., 80, (1959)
10
A ship can drop an iceberg or run a pile driver to create long swells. Natural events are preferable but they do not usually
broadcast schedules. Ship wakes are visible from far away from the Earth.
11
The constants in the last term ofboth equations are equal, (R2 k2 ) = n(n+1).
12
Far field telescope "targets" or communications with a distant solar system probe are effectively at "infinity".
'3
Peyton Z Peebles Jr. Ph.D., Radar Principles, 1998, John Wiley and Sons, pages 220 ff., Figures 5.5-1 through 5.5-3, RCS, o,
increases with sea state.
14
= 0 + arctangent {sin 0 I [ (hJRh) + I - cos 0 1
As a function ofO only, the angle from the vertical e to the satellite is
9 + ( { } - { } 3/3 + • • where {} = { [sin 0 I (1 - cos 0 ) ] * [ 1 - (h/Rh) + (hfRh)2/2 - . . . ] } { [sin 0 1 (1 - cos 0 ) J [ I (h!Rh)
I ) . See Figure 9.
15
Max Born and Emil Wolf, "Elements ofthe theory ofdiffraction", Chapter 8, Principles ofOptics, 7tI edition, pages 414 ff.
(1999).
16
Miles V Klein and Thomas E Furtak, Optics, 2nd edition, John Wiley & Sons, pages 434 ff. (1986).
17
Peyton Z Peebles Jr. Ph.D., Radar Principles, 1998, John Wiley and Sons, page 203 refers to Circular Cylinder RCS by:
J V DiCaudo and W W Martin, "Approximate Solution ofBistatic Radar Cross Section ofFinite Length, Infinitely Conducting
Cylinder", IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, volume AP-14, number 5, pp. 668 - 669, (September 1966)
18
http://www.macsch.com/
19
Caution, some people bristle at using "outer product" for anything but tensors ofrank greater than 2.
20
CRC Standard Math Tables, 2ls Edition, Analytical Geometry section, page 368ff, Rectangular Coordinates in a Plane. This is
fairly similar to the section by Philip Franklin in the ME Handbook in reference number 21.
21
Baumeister and Marks, Standard Handbookfor MechanicalEngineering, McGraw Hill, 7th Edition. Philip Franklin did the
"Point and Line" sections that follow these geometrical methods on page 2-44. (1958)
22
Peyton Z Peebles Jr. Ph.D., Radar Principles, John Wiley and Sons, page 194ff. (1998) This references H Mott, Antennas for
Radar and Communications: A Polarimetric Approach, John Wiley and Sons, page 314, (1992)
23
These are data input and output points which are usually not Chladny nodes ofzero translation.
24
Commercial codes include PATRAN and FEMAP at http://www.macsch.com/ and 1-DEAS at http://www.sdrc.com/
25
Usually there are only 5 or 6 iterations for a 1 Mega DOF model load increment. 32 usually indicates a modeling problem.
Some bisections may help the model converge by slowing down travel along stiffness, damping, & mass responses. But converged models
rarely have them, assume only 3 bisections.
26
http://www.absolute.org/zoweda/searchFor5lant.c.txt
27
Thomas H Corman, Charles E Leiserson, and Ronald L Rivest, Introduction to Algorithms,
printing, MIT press, pages 887ff.
(1994)
28
These equivalents are values our detectors measure, the swells a boat on the ocean sees, similar to the waves on the beach.
29
Assume computer truncation for integer arithmetic (a mathematical "floor" operation).
30
Francis B Hildebrand, Advanced Calculusfor Applications, 2nd Edition, Prentice-Hall, page 160, Pn(x) = d(x2-1)/dx I (2 n!).
31
CRCHandbook ofChemistry and Physics, 60th Edition, page F-197, shows the average ocean depth as 3.8 km. and the average
lithospheric depth as 4.7 km in the ocean, 35 km on the continents. This analysis does not consider the flexibility or convection motion of
the mantle, the largest part of the Earth.
32
Peyton Z Peebles Jr. Ph.D., Radar Principles, John Wiley and Sons, page 219ff. (1998)
2
3
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33

Geophysical Research Letters -- May 1, 1996 --Volume 23, Issue 9, pp. 989-992, "Atmospheric propagation heterogeneities
revealed by ERS-l interferometry", H. Tarayre, Matra Cap Systèmes, Vélizy Villacoublay, France, D. Massonnet, Centre National dEtudes
Spatiales, Toulouse, France
34
Geophysical Research Letters — Feb. 1981 — Vol. 8, Issue 2, pp. 159-162, PACS: 92.60.Gn, 94.80.Rz, "Seasat SAR cross-section
modulation by surface winds": Goasex observations, T W Thompson, Planetary Science Institute, Science Applications, Inc., Pasadena,
California 91 101, D E Weissman, Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York 1 1550, F I Gonzalez, NOAA Pacific Marine Environment
Laboratory, Seattle, Washington 98105
35
Journal ofGeophysical Research -- November 20, 1983 -- Volume 88, Issue C14, pp. 9792-9808, PACS: 92.l0.Hm, 93.30.Mj,
93.85.+q
36
Journal ofGeophysical Research -- April 15, 1993 -- Volume 98, Issue C4, pp. 7001-701 0, PACS: 92. 10.Fj, 92. 1 0.Sx,
"Estimates of currents in the near shore ocean region using interferometric synthetic aperture radar", L. Shemer, Department of Fluid
Mechanics, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv, Israel, M. Marom, Israeli Navy, D. Markman, Department ofFluid Mechanics, Tel-Aviv
University, Ramat-Aviv, Israel
37
Journal ofGeophysical Research -- February 28, 1983 -- Volume 88, Issue C3, pp. 1867-1876, PACS: 92.l0.Fj, 92.l0.Lq,
93.85.+q, "Interpretation of Synthetic Aperture Radar measurements ofocean currents", Clifford L. Rufenach, NOAA Environmental
Research Laboratory, Wave Propagation Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado 80303, Robert A. Shuchman and David R. Lyzenga, Radar and
Optics Division, Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107.
38
Journal of Geophysical Research -- October 15, 1 988 --Volume 93, Issue Cl 0, pp. 12475-12486, PACS: 92. 1 OHm, "Synthetic
Aperture Radar imaging ofocean waves from an airborne platform: Focus and tracking issues", R. K. Raney, RADARSAT Project Office,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, P. W. Vachon, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
39
Journal ofGeophysical Research -- May 15, 1992 -- Volume 97, Issue CS, p. 7493, PACS: 92.lO.Hm, "Reconciliation of
Theories ofSynthetic Aperture Radar Imagery ofOcean Waves", William J. Plant, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts
40
Journal ofGeophysical Research — Sept. 15, 1997 — Vol. 102, Issue C9, pp. 21 13 1-21 146, PACS: 92.lO.Hm, "A model for
microwave Doppler sea return at high incidence angles: Bragg scattering from bound, tilted waves", William J. Plant, Applied. Physics
Lab., University ofWashington, Seattle.
41
Journal ofGeophysical Research -- May 15, 1996 -- Volume 101, Issue C5, pp. 12149-12162, PACS: 92.I0.Hm , "Response of
microwave cross sections of the sea to wind fluctuations", David E. Weissman, Department of Engineering, Hofstra University,
Hempstead, New York, William J. Plant, Applied Physics Laboratory, University ofWashington, Seattle, Siegfried Stolte, Federal Armed
Forces Underwater Acoustics and Marine Geophysics Research Institute, Kid, Germany
42
Journal of Geophysical Research — Sept. 15, 1997— Vol. 102, Issue C9, pp. 21131-21146, PACS: 92.lO.Hm, "A model for
microwave Doppler sea return at high incidence angles: Bragg scattering from bound, tilted waves", William J. Plant, Applied. Physics
Lab., University of Washington, Seattle.
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